3600 Escape Room – Conspiracy
Theory [Review]
22 march 2017 by lisa spira, posted in reviews
Connect the dots.
Location: Buffalo, NY
Date played: January 21, 2017
Team size: 4-8; we recommend 4-5
Duration: 60 minutes
Price: $25 per ticket

Story & setting
In Conspiracy Theory, we were investigating the apartment of a conspiracy theorist
friend who had gone missing.
Our friend’s studio apartment had pretty standard furnishing and decor.
It also included a non-standard escape room countdown clock; 3600 Escape Room
counted our time down from 3600 seconds.

Puzzles
3600 Escape Room hid puzzles throughout the apartment, making use of standard
home goods. They also snuck in a few unexpected objects for more interesting puzzling
interactions.
The puzzles were well-structured with generally clear cluing and elegant solutions.

Standouts
Our gamemaster delivered written hints through a mail slot
in the wall. This was on-theme and creative. It was also
multi-purpose. She paid close attention to us as we
puzzled along and even delivered a Capri Sun in answer
to a joke one of us made about the Kool-Aid man. We all
had a good laugh… and David drank it.

Conspiracy Theory included a few standout puzzles. We particularly liked one input
device and another “destructible” clue. These were both creative and unexpected.
3600 Escape Room made use of some standard escape room puzzle types. They
thought outside the box to successfully deliver one of the clearest solutions to
something we often see poorly executed.
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Shortcomings
In another standard puzzle type, 3600 Escape Room delivered a rather weak tool and a
lack of adequate cluing. Fresh batteries matter.
As with most studio apartments, the layout was not spacious. One corner in particular
was relatively inaccessible and certainly not accessible for multiple people at one time.
This created minor bottlenecking.
There was a hole in the bottom of a set piece that was easily accessible and sharp. It
should be permanently plugged for safety.
The apartment was just an apartment and the setting never did anything to up the level
of excitement.

Should I play 3600 Escape Room’s Conspiracy Theory?
Conspiracy Theory was a fun play through. While it was a simple apartment and
aesthetically not much to behold, the puzzle resolutions were elegant and satisfying.
This creativity in puzzle design – along with an attentive and playful gamemaster –
made for a great time.
In this game, 3600 Escape Room demonstrated creative design ability and solid
puzzle flow. During our visit, we peeked into their next game, still under construction,

and we look forward to them incorporating more exciting aesthetics and world building
into their next room escape.
They have a beautiful lobby, and a family / corporate friendly approach to the escape
room business. I would absolutely recommend Conspiracy Theory to beginner players.
This would make for a great first game. Experienced players may want to scope out
their upcoming game, which we are looking forward to playing on our return visit.
Book your hour with 3600 Escape Room’s Conspiracy Theory, and tell them that the
Room Escape Artist sent you.
Full disclosure: 3600 Escape Room comped our tickets for this game.
The next Room Escape Conference is taking place in Niagara Falls, NY from May 1-3,
2017. The conference organizers sponsored our trip to Buffalo, New York, Niagara
Falls, New York, and Niagara Falls, Ontario, to play this game and others in the region.
We strive to help conference attendees visit the room escapes that are best for them.

